LED Linear
Trunking
Luminaire

Innovative Design
High efficiency up to 160lm/W Efficiency
Adjustable optics to suit different applications

ENEC TUV CB

Product Features:
Design with unique appearance.
Seamless link able & Link-able function.
According to different occasions choose different optical angle lamp, at the same time select dimming base
on application.
Infrared induction, microwave induction, emergency and DALI system function lamp can be option.
High power design, high light intensity to meet the occasion of different heights.
Suitable for pendent, ceiling and wall mounted.

Cost - efficiency
- Saving up to 85% in energy costs compared to conventional lamps.
- Long life and low maintenance costs.

Modernized and Enhanced Spaces
- The small and lightweight characteristics enable products compact design.
- Improving working and living environment with highly uniform illuminance.

Safe Environment
- Spotlight effect that lights shine only on the areas where people or cars pass by reduces
criminal minds.

Differentiated Functions
- High luminous efficacy up to 160LM/W.
- Light source protection against dust and moisture allows for
preventing dust and insect inflow (IP20).

Applications
- Office, Factories, Parking Lots, Supermarket, Shopping Mall,
Health care, Hospital, Educational facilities.
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TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
Product Name :

GlobiLED Linear Trunking Luminaire
GL-TRL-xxx

Model :

AC100 - 277V

Input Voltage :

50 / 60 Hz

Frequency :
Wattage :

0.6M
15W - 25W

1.5M
35W - 40W - 65W - 80W
>0,9

Power Factor :

PC Milky Diffuser Cover
Multi Angle Optical Lens

Lamp Shade Material :

25 / 60 / 90 / 120 / 140
Double Symmetric
Single Asymmetric

Beam Angle :

SAMSUNG

LED Chip Brand :

Up to 160LM/W
0.6M
Luminous Flux :

1.5M

2400lm @15W
4000lm @25W

White - Black Grey - Custom Colors

Lamp Shade Color :

Aluminium + PC

Material :
568X73mm

1414X73mm

Installation Interface :

Trunking Rail

Installation Methods :

Pendant / Ceiling / Wall Mounted
IP20

IP :
Operating Humidity :

10% ~ 90%R.H

Working Temperature :

-30°C ~ +40°C
20°C ~ 50°C

Lifespan(Ta25°C) :

5 years

Warranty :
Weight (Kg):
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@35W
@40W
@65W
@80W

3000K - 4000K - 5000K - 6000K

CCT :

Product Size :

5600lm
6400lm
10.400lm
12.800lm

per 0,6m

1,2kg (Luminaire)
0,95kg (Rail)

per 1,5m

2,5kg (Luminaire)
1,6kg (Rail)

SMART LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

The Smart Linear Trunking Luminaire is the Future
The GlobiLED Linear Trunking Luminaire belongs to the Smart Lighting Solutions providing multiple usages
and applications in association with other operational systems, such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Safety (cameras, emergency exist signs, etc)
Audio (speakers)
Fire and Smoke Detectors
Mechanical systems (temperature and humidity sensors, microwave sensors, etc)

1. Customer Trafc Analysis -- Customer Volume & Staying Time
2. Hotspot Path Analysis -- Distinguish Hot Zones & Commodity
3. Face Recognition -- Precision Marketing / Theftproof etc...

PIR Intrusion Alarm Detector
E.g: Movement during a setting period will trigger the alarm

Track Spot Light

PIR Detector

Smoke Detector
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Dome Camera

1. Background Music
2. Broadcasting -- Promotion Notication / Paging service
3. Fire Alarm Broadcasting - Automatically activated

Data collected in central control room

Audio Speakers

Audible and Visual Alarm

Temperature and
Humidity Sensor

Emergency Exit Sign

Microwave Sensor

OPTICS
With different optics, GlobiLED realized all the features needed to handle various tasks in industrial and
commercial sector. It helps work precisely to increase operation efficiency with triple saving energy in
engineering applications. It also benefits commercial area or presentation and retailing without extra reflector.
The high light efficiency of 160lm / Watt makes reduction on energy consumption and additional cost.
The LEDs keeps enough margin to make sure the luminaire efficiency reach the best level.
With a color rendering index of Ra > 80, color temperatures of 3000K ~ 6000K, it could meet environmental
requirements and comply with funding guidelines for energy-efficient building and lighting solutions.

Different diffuser for different distribution

Sharp

Flat
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Narrow

Asymmetric L

Wide

Asymmetric R

Double Symmetric

LED Double Symmetric Angle
This beam is especially designed for shelf presentation and
retailing areas for supermarket and grocery stores. It s double
symmetrical light distribution, which emphasizes on shelf surfaces
on both side, but ignore less important areas like passages.
So the less important areas will be not as bright as the shelf
surface with goods on display. Thereof, customers attention will
be caused directly to the goods at the first sight.
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LUMINOUS INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAM

C0 PLANE ISOLUX DIAGRAM(UNIT:lx)

Beam angle: Double symmetric
Emphasis on shelf surface of both sides.
It gives more lights on shelving surface, which needs more illumination on goods displayed to catch
consumers attention, but gives less illumination to unimportant areas.
This double asymmetric angle is perfect for this shelving In supermarkets or retailing stores for goods on
display. It helps attract consumers attention and increase sales.
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LED Sharp Angle
This sharp angle is ideal for application of the industrial sector such as warehouse and precise working
area etc. Applied to warehouse shelving can make goods be seen easily and clearly. For the other
unimportant areas, the light will be less bright so that all goods on shelf will be highlighted.
The high uniform illumination helps to reduce fault in precise working. In other words, it helps to
increase production efficiency.
Sharp angle for Warehouse lighting
The sharp angle give high intensity lights, so the goods
can be easily and clearly seen. In this way, it reduces
searching time, increase warehouse operation efficiency,
which indirectly do a lot help for a fast delivery to clients.
With uniform illumination, it helps to light up
a continues shelving.
Because of high lumen output, the failure rate of
warehouse operation will be largely reduced on
floor level without extra cost.

Sharp angle for high precision working
The sharp angle give high intensity lights,so the
goods can be easily and clearly seen. In this way, it
reduces searching time, increase warehouse oper ation efficiency, which indirectly do a lot help for a fast
delivery to clients.
With uniform illumination, it helps to light up a continues
shelving.
Because of high lumen output, the failure rate of warehouse
operation will be largely reduced on floor level without
extra cost.
LUMINOUS INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAM
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C0 PLANE ISOLUX DIAGRAM(UNIT:lx)

LED Narrow Angle
This narrow angle is ideal for corridors, aisles and passages of hospital, schools, office building etc.
It gives well-distributed illumination, not too bright or too dark for general lighting in corridors. With blank lamp,
it saves more energy, keeping less and easy installation work.
Narrow angle is especially designed for corridors,
passages and aisles applications.
It gives the most suitable illumination, not too bright
or too dark, in case not to cause any eyes uncomfortably, especial for the patients in hospital.
Easily installed as an uniformity illumination
which gives a lighting band for the passage.
Blank cover decorate the empty spaces of
trunking.

LED Wide Angle
The wide angle is ideal for lighting more spaces and wide applications. In this way, the light can
cover more spaces and wider applications with good illumination distribution, best for car parking
place, dinning halls and wider shelf with longer distance.
By using wide angle, more spaces and areas
will be lighten up,so that the whole playground
is well-distributed by light. By this means, it
directly and indirectly reduce accident and
safety issue.

LUMINOUS INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAM
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C0 PLANE ISOLUX DIAGRAM(UNIT:lx)

LED Flat Beam Angle
It s applicable for general lighting like office building, schools, airport or train station, meeting halls, etc. It makes
light well-distributed with low glare, and also bright enough for working or study, which is good for human eyes .
It s perfect for general lighting by using flat angle. All lights are continuously well-distributed without glare for
long time working or study.
Flat angle helps create a comfortable environ-ment which is healthy to eyesight. In this way, it helps keep
people clear-headed and comfortable for eyes.

LUMINOUS INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAM
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C0 PLANE ISOLUX DIAGRAM(UNIT:lx)

LED Asymmetric angle
The asymmetric beam angle works like wall washer, can directly put all light on one side of the shelf
surface or the walls. It s designed for presentation and display of the retail areas, where only one
side needs to be lighted up.
Asymmetric beam focus on wall or
sided work plane.
The lighting solution is ideal for side dis play on the wall or side shelf surface.
With asymmetric beam optic, it will put
all light on the arts which are displayed
on the wall, but ignore unimportant
areas. By putting all lights on wall, it perfectly shows the beauty and value of arts.
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Asymmetric
Left

Asymmetric
Right

CONNECTORS
All system components can be fitted without tools. X, T and L connectors expand the system s application range.
Using various node connectors, the lighting system can be assembled and combined in a myriad of
variants, fully meeting the respective requirements in terms of design and lighting technology, L, T, X
and flexible connectors open up many different options for creative design using light.

X Node Connector

T Node Connector

L Node Connector

In the actual installation progress, L, T, X connectors are three kinds of installation methods. With those
node connectors, all individual luminaires of Linear lighting solution are connected together and have
function of lighting. Compared with other traditional LED lights, this advantage will solve the problem of
installation in any application.

INSTALLATIONS
LED linear luminaires are available in suspended, surface-mounted and recessed versions. It is very
easy to mount the linear system by hand without tools, save both time and costs. Suspension height
adjustment is also entirely tool-free.
Suspension mounting brackets have been designed to allow maximum ease and speed in installation.
The position of the mounting bracket can still be changed, which ensures maximum flexibility. They
are suitable for direct fixation or with rods, chains or cords for suspension fixation.

Chain
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Cord

Rod

Surface Mounted

DRAWINGS
Linkage Details

A continuous-row LED lighting system could be created only by a trunking unit and an LED lumi
naire. It appears as a consistent continuous-row system, without any visual interruption or different
reflectors. The Luminaire and trunking are perfectly matched to each other.

Trunking Rail
The flexible trunking system for challenging light ing demands in all application. With fully compat ible modular kit, it adapts individually to complex
lighting tasks. It has up to 11-pole current con ducting section built into its trunking. This means
that the system comes ready equipped to meet
tomorrow s needs.
All functions such as power supply, lighting con trol and
connection to emergency lighting are seamlessly
integrated into this multifunctional trunking.
Luminaires can be positioned flexibly and the sys tem can be adapted to suit structural alterations
at any time. The trunking rail is simply a matter of
replacing or adding lighting modules, light sourc es or optics as required.
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ACCESSORIES

for special applications

Track Spot Light
It is specially designed and perfectly used for
pinpoint accent lighting ,Optimized for efficient
accent lighting in supermarket where require
accent lighting.

Multi-sensor system
Multi-sensor system combines energy saving
with highly convenience for user. Most energy
can be saved by integrating motion and day
light sensor.
Group
control sensor or broadcast control sen
sor is available under a defined period of time.
Versions are available for mounting heights of 5 to 8 meters
or for heights of 6 to 10meters to give various ranges of detection.

DALI and DIMMING SYSTEM
Dimming
system is suitable for complex ap
plications for controlling rooms and storey, for
daylight-dependent control and dynamic light
control. 3 types of dimming are available,
· DALI dimming
· 1-10V dimming
· DIMswitch

EMERGENCY LIGHTING
A wide variety of emergency mode is available,
· Central battery systems / Generator
EL1 EN1 & EL2 EN2 makes mode selected
· Self contained battery
Under this mode, the luminaries could be 6W or
12W, working for 1.5 hours or 3 hours (depending
on the demand selected in advance)
Ni-MH battery we used is high temperature resistant
to make sure its life time could be longer than others.
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ΑΘΗΝΑ: Λεωφ. Βουλιαγµένης 287, Αγ. ∆ηµήτριος / Τηλ: 210 9411 933 / email: info@globiled.com
ΘΕΣΣΑΛΟΝΙΚΗ: 7ο χλμ Θεσ/νίκης - Μουδανιών, Τομπάζη 21, Πυλαία / email: thess@globiled.com

